The use of simulation gaming in education, health, training, public policy, social change, and various technical and social disciplines is aiding decision makers and trainees to gain experience by acting on realistic dynamic scenarios. The number of nonentertainment games under development is rapidly increasing. For instance, the recent Serious Games initiative relies on using such simulation gaming environments to explore management and leadership challenges facing the public sector.
To this end, the purpose of this special issue is to facilitate dissemination of the most recent advancements in the theory, application, and toolkits of intelligent agents and artificial intelligence in simulation gaming. Agent-directed simulation consists of three distinct yet related areas that can be grouped under two categories as follows:
1. Simulation for agents (agent simulation) , that is, simulation of systems that can be modeled by agents in engineering, human and social dynamics, military applications, and so on. 2. Agents for Simulation that can be grouped under two groups:
A. agent-based simulation, which focuses on the use of agents for the generation of model behavior in a simulation study; and B. agent-supported simulation, which deals with the use of agents as a support facility to enable computer assistance by enhancing cognitive capabilities in problem specification and solving.
The article by Frederic D. McKenzie, Mikel D. Petty, Paul A. Kruszewski, Ryland C. Gaskins, Quynh-Anh H. Nguyen, Jennifer Seevinck, and Eric W. Weisel focuses on developing a crowd simulation capable of generating crowds of noncombatant civilians that exhibit a variety of realistic individual and group behaviors at differing levels of fidelity. In their approach, commercial game technology is used in the crowd simulation to model both urban terrain and the physical behaviors of the human characters that make up the crowd. The objective of the article is to present the design and development process of a simulation that integrates commercially available game technology with current military simulations to generate realistic and believable crowd behavior.
The article by Michael W. Dobson and Daniel Ha is based on their work in an interactive documentary learning game called HEALTHSIMNET that aims to improve practice in a health care network. They look at existing studies conducted to develop interactive narratives using structural artificial-knowledge-representation techniques. They illustrate a method for collection and analysis of documentary data acquired during semistructured interviews with participants of a network of health practitioners in the HIV field.
The article by Gita Sukthankar, Michael Mandel, and Katia Sycara discusses an approach that adopts agent decision-making techniques to accurately model the physical capabilities of human subjects. To achieve this, they rely on human movement data acquired with a motion capture apparatus to build physically realistic models of human movement. Human subjects perform sequences of physical actions. Using this technique, they leverage highly accurate movement information acquired from human subjects to create agents that plan in physically realistic ways. To demonstrate the approach, they incorporate physical capability models into the TEAMBOTS simulator and use it to develop a team of basketball player agents.
The article by Faria Nassiri-Mofakham, Nasser Ghasem-Aghaee, Mohammad Ali Nematbakhsh, and Ahmad Baraani-Dastjerdi focuses on modeling and simulation of bargaining problems in agent systems, which recurs in a variety of simulation gaming domains, including e-commerce and economics. Their work involves adding the personality dimension to representing humans to improve realism in simulation games. Adding personality to intelligent agents makes them more humanlike and increases their flexibility. Their study first presents a computational approach based on a heuristic bargaining protocol and a personality model and then considers the issue of what personality traits and behaviors should be investigated in relation to automated negotiations.
Finally, the article by Lisa Jean Moya, Frederic D. McKenzie, and Quynh-Anh H. Nguyen focuses on the validation aspect of simulation games. The authors present a method for visualizing the multidimensional initialization space, which is generalizable for analyzing the initialized behavior of human behavior models using rulebased constructs.
In closing, we would like to express our thanks and appreciation to all the authors who submitted their manuscripts for publication in this special issue. Without their intellectual work and creative contributions, this special issue would not exist. Although the limitations of space regretfully leave out some important contributions and topics, we hope this issue provides accessibility to significant technical issues involving the diverse use of agents and artificial intelligence in simulation gaming.
The contribution of the reviewers was critical in assuring the highest quality in the published articles. We would like to thank all of our reviewers for their input and recommendations to improve the technical quality of the special issue. We also would like to express our sincere thanks to S&G Editor David Crookall for his support and suggestions that improved the overall process and allowed editing of this symposium on time while attaining a high level of quality.
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